GOODS Chandra Deep Field South with EXOs: X-ray sources with no optical counterparts located in the constellation Fornax.

This image shows Chandra’s Deep Field South containing seven faint, mysterious X-ray sources (see boxes). These sources, which are likely supermassive black holes, have not been detected optically, but are seen with infrared telescopes. The sources could be central black holes in unusually dusty galaxies where the optical radiation is absorbed by the dust. Or, they could be candidates for the most distant supermassive black holes ever observed. In the latter case, the red shift due to the expansion of the universe has shifted the optical radiation to infrared wavelengths, and we are seeing them as they were when the universe was only about 500 million years old. Further observations at X-ray, optical and infrared wavelengths will be needed to determine the exact nature of these objects.
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